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IMPORTANT NOTICE

Disclaimer

This whitepaper is for informative purposes only and the representations herein should not 
be relied on. Sprinklenet LLC, SelfieYo, its subsidiaries, principals and agents make no 
representations or warranties (whether express or implied) and disclaims all liability arising from 
any information stated in this whitepaper. In particular, the “Roadmap & Development” as set out 
in this whitepaper is subject to change and SelfieYo is not bound by any representations to the 
future performance and returns of the SelfieYo Gold Token and/or SelfieYo. The actual results 
and performance of SelfieYo and SGT may differ materially from those set out in the whitepaper 
and any other materials.
 
No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in this
whitepaper. Please refer to the SGT smart contract for the conditions of the token issuance. 

SelfieYo is a wholly owned subsidiary of Sprinklenet LLC, a Delaware limited liability company. 
The token sale or issuance does not convey any ownership, equity interest or governance rights 
to SelfieYo or its parent entity, Sprinklenet.



Introduction

SelfieYo Gold Tokens (“SGT”) are Ethereum blockchain-based tokens that represent social 
currency earned through and spendable on the SelfieYo social network. Users who become 
significant social network influencers can earn SGT by earning votes in the app from other users 
who give positive votes to their content while SGT earning events are occurring. There are 
conversion factors and earning opportunities that are explained later in this whitepaper.

The tokens will become redeemable inside of SelfieYo for premium features like face masks, 
filters, digital location features and SelfieYo merchandise. 

For users that have not earned enough SGT through network votes, the tokens may be 
purchased with ETH to obtain the digital goods sought.

A token issuance is occurring to accelerate the development and marketing of the product and 
expand the ecosystem around SGT.

This issuance is exclusively available for accredited buyers and will be limited to those that 
qualify under the SEC’s Regulation D 506(c) rules. 

Prospective buyers of SGT must submit their email address, identification documents, income 
and asset verification, and will be vetted by our token issuance partners to ensure compliance. A 
fee will be charged by our verification partner to validate any purchaser’s fitness for participation.

All buyers, including non-U.S. buyers, are subject to verification through a KYC/AML process 
embedded in the whitelist process on our https://sgt.selfieyo.com website.
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Abstract

Ephemeral messaging is one of the biggest, most exciting trends in social networking around 
the world. The major social networks have made it clear that things like face masks, photo filters, 
chat and connecting with people — friends and new people, alike — are, currently, among the 
most sought after features in their product lines.

While the big social networks, Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, WeChat, Twitter, etc., dominate 
today’s overall share of time spent on social mobile apps, there will continue to be breakout 
social mobile networks that achieve critical mass and eventual market success.

In order to be prepared for new applications of artificial intelligence & augmented reality inside 
of mobile chat applications, one must start with a strong, core messaging platform. We built 
SelfieYo not just to create another chat app, but to create a platform upon which we can 
experiment and apply new, cutting-edge technologies as fast as we can. Building the core 
messaging platform has been a critical part of enabling our current potential for future looking 
augmented reality, AI development and leadership in the mobile ephemeral messaging space.

Unfortunately, the vast majority of individual users that contribute to the success of social apps 
never realize the value of their content contributions to the success of these new apps. 

More specifically, the core content creators, the people that evangelize and share their early 
experiences with a new app; the influencers who have already honed their ability to reach and 
influence friends, and, in some cases, large audiences, barely, if ever, get to participate in the 
market success. 

We believe that will change with the application of blockchain-based, in-app tokens that serve 
as a tracking mechanism on social currency generated via social interaction and attention.

There has been a landslide shift in terms of how content creators have become the major force 
in digital media influence when contrasted to the older, more centralized approach of celebrity 
oriented influence media. This is not to diminish the role and reach of celebrity influence, 
whether in general or when looking at how social networks gain traction. Celebrities serve a 
powerful function in the brand and media space, but they are no longer necessarily the most 
influential part of a social flywheel equation at the early stages. Micro influencers who rarely get 
to participate in the value component are just as, if not more, important. 

The irony of digital ephemeral messaging technology is that the real-world influencers who 
have the ability to evangelize and train new users are much more likely to be those early 
adopter, semi-professional, yet fairly prolific content creators who reach a regular, but smaller, 
highly charged audience that relishes in feeling like they have special insight into the social 
milieu of the influencer.  More specifically, we are talking about influencers with audiences 
between approximately 100,000 and 2M subscribers/viewers on existing networks. 

They have the ability to influence and create sustainable social momentum, but they are 
increasingly marginalized by the economics of today’s large social platforms. 
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We believe early influencers can benefit from becoming a part of the SelfieYo content creation 
ecosystem and the platform benefits by rewarding them with blockchain-based SGT. 

These influencer networks have the critical mass to drive meaningful awareness and adoption, 
yet they are driven by content creators who lack the ability to monetize their command of 
attention networks as well as the traditional advertising and marketing industry.  

These influencers are hungry for ways to up their game. They want to experiment and find ways 
to participate in the value creation cycle they are instrumental in feeding.

Jump-starting the network effects of a social network at the earliest, most vital stages is where 
these influencers could stand to gain enormous longterm benefits if they can effectively become 
part of the value equation. 

The holders of SGT, the social currency, will ultimately be tied to the value of the platform. 

Enabling users to participate in and dramatically affect the value of creating the network without 
the enterprise cost of having to build and manage complex technology is the future 
distribution of mobile social messaging app value where brands will choose to spend their 
advertising spend to reach emerging audiences.

SGT distributed and managed on the ERC-20 compliant blockchain will be the mechanism of 
rewarding early content creators whose work contributes to the adoption and success of 
SelfieYo. 

The SGT issuance is the means by which we will provide the resources needed for early stage 
growth, accelerated development and marketing.

Qualified participants in the SGT issuance will have gotten in on the ground floor of a global 
ephemeral social network that aims to redistribute the rewards and create a healthy, 
sustainable ecosystem of token holders, influencers, developers and brand advertisers. 
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About SelfieYo

In 2015 SelfieYo started as an internal R&D project of Sprinklenet Labs, a Boston-based 
technology research and development firm. Founder and CEO, Jamie Thompson, had started 
Sprinklenet Labs after 10+ years of experience in productizing mobile artificial intelligence 
applications for private and government industries. Thompson’s areas of expertise include 
computer vision, mobile community building and experimental brand advertising.

SelfieYo is a wholly owned subsidiary of Sprinklenet  Labs and will continue to be operated 
exclusively in this manner. A long-term objective is to introduce a rich toolset of APIs for 
developers and brand partners to build on top of the SelfieYo platform, but that is beyond the 
scope of this whitepaper and will be discussed separately.

While the SelfieYo team knew that it would not immediately be able to compete head-on with 
the likes of Facebook or Instagram, it wanted to create the platform upon which disruptive 
mobile, consumer-facing technology could subsequently be applied. 

Fast forward to today, SelfieYo has become a stable, distributed location-based messaging app 
available on iPhone and Android. The company has not yet embarked on wide-scale marketing, 
but it has achieved the initial goal of creating the strong, scalable, extensible messaging 
platform. The token issuance will help fuel the next stages of growth.

created by
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The platform currently provides a variety of cutting-edge technologies including highly 
programmable chatbots, face detection to automate camera functions, skin smoothing 
algorithms to tune selfie photos and software to enable masks.

It is important to note that while most of the technology used within SelfieYo has been built 
entirely by the development team, the company does license one face tracking library from a 
partner. The face tracking software library is currently used inside of the iOS product only and it 
is the intention of SelfieYo to deepen this relationship moving forward. 

That said, alternatives, primarily open source face tracking software, are available, but it has been 
more effective for SelfieYo to partner in some highly specialized areas of face tracking, so far. 
More information is available from SelfieYo if needed. We do not see any material risk to this.

The SelfieYo management team has deep experience in computer vision, applied artificial 
intelligence and cloud-based engineering designed to scale for the needs of global brands, 
global communities and fast-moving technology development.
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Team

Jamie is a graduate of the University of New Hampshire and an experienced technology 
entrepreneur. His 15+ years of technology experience includes product management for a 
government-funded research firm in Cambridge, MA, a mobile startup that developed 
innovative marketing campaigns for Fortune 100 brands, and a global technology consulting 
business.

He leads strategy, product and marketing for SelfieYo. Jamie created and led the algorithm 
development behind SelfieYo’s location-based social graph. When he’s not recruiting, testing or 
building, Jamie enjoys studying behavioral economics at the intersection of mobile cameras and 
social media psychology. 

Jamie is looking forward to expanding the team with world-class talent, marketing and building 
a long-term, partnership ecosystem for SGT.

Jamie Thompson
Founder, CEO

Daniel Gutierrez
Blockchain Lead, CTO

Daniel is a computer science graduate from MIT and has over 10 years of software engineering 
experience and leadership. His work includes architectural design and development of business 
intelligence software for several multi-billion dollar, venture-backed enterprises as well as 
smaller software startups in the digital social media advertising space.

He has several years of experience building compliance tools for the fantasy sports industry and 
his work has helped shape regulatory compliance practices affecting nearly 10 million users 
worldwide.

Daniel builds cryptocurrency trading analysis software and leads the SGT blockchain integration 
with SelfieYo. He likes gaming and craft beer.

https://twitter.com/jamie_thompson
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jamiethompson/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/daniel-gutierrez-15032510/
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Kevin is a graduate of Saint Petersburg University in Russia where he majored in applied 
mathematics and information systems. He has been working in crypto related projects since well 
before Bitcoin was all the rage. Kevin has led the infrastructure engineering team for SelfieYo 
since 2015 and he’s looking forward to expanding development as the company grows, reaches 
new users and enables campaign partners to become a part of the SGT blockchain ecosystem.

Kevin is an accomplished developer with specialities in high-availability social communication 
software and applied artificial intelligence tools.

Kevin’s coding skills are eclipsed only by his culinary genius. He’s known as an avid chef, cyclist 
and outdoor enthusiast.

Kevin Thai
Senior Engineering Lead

Dave has a software engineering degree from the University of Science, Ho Chi Minh City. He 
has over 8 years of experience in mobile development, game development methodologies, 
coding in native iOS and Android environments and a broad set of skills in mobile application 
engineering. Dave is excited to be a part of the SelfieYo team as it scales and implements 
additional AI, augmented reality and fun features for users to experience in the app. He’s a 
master X-Code developer and isn’t afraid of finding and destroying bugs as he combs code

Dave enjoys football, crypto coin collecting and taking lots of selfies on SelfieYo!

Dave Tong
Senior Engineering Lead

Henry is a graduate of University of Science, Ho Chi Minh City. He holds a degree in software 
engineering and has 3 years of experience in native iOS and Android development. Henry’s 
combination of creativity and engineering skills have made him a great asset to the SelfieYo 
team. He’s looking forward to rolling out a robust set of in-app items users can purchase with 
SGT and helping to grow the marketplace around SGT on the blockchain.

Henry is an avid sportsman known to annihilate competitors on the football field. When he’s not 
developing software, he can usually be found watching English Premier League football.

Henry Nguyen
Android Engineering Lead

https://www.linkedin.com/in/truong-tong-1467bb29/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/cuong-thai-669b446a/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/henry-nguyen-1012bb158/
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Prints is an information design expert with a degree from Holy Name University in Bohol, 
Philippines. He has worked on creative teams in UI and UIX for 5+ years across a variety of 
consumer-facing projects in mobile, entertainment and gaming. Prints brings a Gen-Z mobile 
view, broad design experience and community-oriented skills to the SelfieYo team. 

He’s looking forward to expanding the design team as SelfieYo moves into new markets across 
Asia and around the world. When he’s not admiring CryptoKitties or working on his laptop, he’s 
most likely adventuring through the islands of the Philippines in his kayak.

Prints Magoncia
Design & UI Lead

Benjir is responsible for the implementation of the latest web standards coding for SelfieYo 
touch-points on mobile and desktop. He works with a team of developers building back-end 
tools for the brand advertising and campaign management side of the business.

Benjir ensures work is clean, functional and tastefully implemented. His expertise is in Ruby on 
Rails, AngularJS, responsive design, PHP and network operations.

Benjir is an avid gamer. Gaming time is harder and harder to come by as his responsibilities at 
SelfieYo grow, but he manages to get a few epic sessions in from time to time. When not coding 
or gaming, Benjir is likely to be hanging out with his family or socializing with friends.

Benjir Hasan
Web Developer

Mike holds a degree in finance from Penn State University. He’s well-versed in market analysis, 
algorithm monitoring and has served as a management consultant for Fortune 50 companies 
that have relied on his insight and strategies around big data management, risk mitigation and 
business process re-design. Mike provides insight to SelfieYo that helps shape the compliance, 
crypto economics and applied SGT market policies within the smart contract.

In his spare time, he enjoys traveling, financial modeling and new restaurants. He’s a foodie and 
if you’re looking for a discussion about emerging technologies over some tapas, Mike’s your guy.

Mike Sands
Cryptocurrency Analyst

https://www.linkedin.com/in/prints-magoncia-a415a372
https://www.linkedin.com/in/benjir-hasan-06762a157/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/michael-sands/
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Token Sale Timeline and Creation:

1. What is the SGT Token Sale?

The SGT Token Sale is a cryptocurrency venture whereby the business that develops and 
manages SelfieYo is issuing a portion of its SGT cryptocurrency tokens to early users and 
supporters. 

The SGT Token Sale will take place on our website and you can find additional information at 
https://sgt.SelfieYo.com 

The SGT Token Sale will be Ethereum blockchain-based, for more details see Exhibit A, Smart 
Contract.

2. Why do the SGT Token Sale?

SelfieYo has already developed a large portion of the functional ephemeral network and it has 
assembled an expert team consisting of an experienced CEO, talented developers and advisors 
across technology, marketing, compliance and crypto currency. 

See Exhibit B, SelfieYo Technology Components, for more details on existing technology.

By conducting a token sale, SelfieYo can dramatically accelerate and advance its growth while 
giving the crypto community a functional, fun and novel way to help grow and participate in the 
value creation of a new social network.  

SelfieYo Gold Tokens, usable inside of the application framework, will provide a way for token 
owners with new aspects of ephemeral social experiences.

3. What is the allocation and price of SGT in the Token Sale?

A total of 50MM SGT tokens will be available for the Token Sale. 

There will never be more than 100MM SGT tokens created.

The 50MM SGT tokens allocated for the token issuance will be available after purchase. 

The minimum purchase amount is 5,000 SGT. This represents a minimum buy-in amount of 5 
ETH during the presale and 6.25 ETH during the actual ICO. 

Note: the minimum buy-in remains fixed at 5,000 SGT. 

The presale discount amounts to a 25% discount such that 1.0 ETH = 1,000 SGT during the 
presale.
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4. How is the SGT Token Sale governed? 

The SGT Token Sale is governed by the SGT Smart Contract, Exhibit A.  The SGT Smart Contract 
code is open source and available on GitHub.

50% 49%

1%

SGT Token Sale
 
SGT Token Reserves
 
SGT Token Allocation 
for Social Influencers

The soft cap for the presale and token issuance is 2M SGT. 

The hard card for the token issuance is limited to 50M SGT.

The 50M SGT made available through the token issuance are purchasable only by qualified 
buyers who have passed all of our KYC and verification processes.

Please see Exhibit E, Token Sale Details, for summary data on SGT Token Sale.
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5. What is the Go-To Market Strategy moving forward?

After the 50MM SGT are purchased by qualified buyers, the SelfieYo team will accelerate the 
development of the project to meet the milestones listed below.

Speed enhancement builds 
on iOS & Android

Connect SGT blockchain to 
existing point system

Begin influencer targeting 
campaigns

Plan and execute 2018, 2019 
and 2020 influencer events

Release builds enabling 
influencer redemption bonuses 

for SGT

Release builds with in-app SGT 
enabled purchases/merchandise

Design, plan and execute agency 
and brand partnership initiatives 

for 2019 and beyond

2019 brand partner rollout year 
targeting innovation teams and 
early adopters

1

3

6

5

8

2

4

7
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In addition to the development and marketing milestones listed on the graph above, we’ll be 
heavily guided by the Social Transactions & Early Influencer SGT Rewards Framework discussed 
in Exhibit C at the end of this document. 

The strategy is to accelerate critical development while enabling a clear path forward for global 
influencers to begin their SGT rewards track content creation by the middle of 2018. 

After influencer success and full distribution of the SGT bonuses to influencers, we will be 
positioned for 2019 brand engagement strategy in both SelfieYo and the SGT ecosystem.

6. What is the Use of Funds from the SGT Token Sale?

See Exhibit D for more details.

25% 30%

25%

10%

10%

Development & Security

Marketing & Sales

Legal & Compliance

Operations

Capital Reserves
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Exhibit A

Smart Contract

When a user is ready to redeem points for SGT or qualifies for one of the bonus jumpstart 
programs, the user can initiate the redemption from points to SGT in the app. From the moment 
that points are redeemed, we invoke the blockchain for total accountability of the acquisition 
and disbursement of SGT.

The user who has redeemed his points will no longer have those points in the SelfieYo system, 
and instead will see a record of the transaction to SGT via the Ethereum blockchain.

Our smart contract contains the logic necessary for the point conversion rules and limitations, 
and are also subject to the overall token availability policies of SGT.
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Exhibit B

SelfieYo Technology Components

There are several major components to the SelfieYo technology that exists today, outside of 
blockchain and the next phase of tokenization on the blockchain, but are worth discussing 
for the purposes of understanding how and why the current product set is well positioned for 
integration within the blockchain and future growth leveraging the appropriate touch-points on 
blockchain. 

The client-server architecture of SelfieYo leverages a combination of technologies and 
programming languages for different parts of the system. The primary programming language 
of the messaging platform is Erlang. Erlang was selected early on for its reliability, scalability and 
performance capabilities within chat networks.

SelfieYo uses Cassandra, the NoSQL Apache database which is known for being decentralized, 
highly-scalable and provides an abstraction layer (CQL) and a variety of tools for other features 
in languages including Java, Python and Node.JS used throughout the SelfieYo platform.

On the mobile app side, SelfieYo iOS was created and is maintained in Xcode, the integrated 
development environment for iOS applications, while SelfieYo Android was created and is 
maintained in the native Android app IDE, Android Studio. The latest iOS build is Swift 4.0 and 
we continue to stay as up-to-date as possible on all components of the platform.
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While building the core infrastructure for SelfieYo, the team noticed a growing gap between 
online social influencers and the large social networks that have benefited by the content 
created by the influencers. In particular, we noticed things like terms of payment changes, and 
advertising product integration that was entirely outside the control of content creators.

All of this seemed to potentially line up with our goals of eventually promoting and moving into 
a full-scale marketing phase for SelfieYo in a way that we could leverage our existing SelfieYo 
coin system in an ecosystem where content creators are rewarded based on the quality and 
quantity of their contributions.

In SelfieYo, when a user posts a photo or a video, the viewers of the content are able to vote up 
or vote down the content. 

Each up-vote equals a +1 point and each down-vote equals a -1 point for the content creator.  
This basic voting formula applies whether the user has posted photo or video content public, 
on the location-based network or private using SelfieYo’s private content sharing features.

A secure cumulative tally of votes is kept for each user. This part of the product currently exists 
and is the stepping stone for the tokenization on the blockchain of phase 2. We will discuss the 
math behind the conversion of points to SelfieYo Gold Tokens in great detail in the next section.

As we look forward to applying innovative and disruptive ways of growing our platform, we see 
the complimentary relationship potential between SelfieYo and the earlier mentioned social 
influencers as valuable to everyone in the SGT ecosystem.
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Exhibit C

Social Transactions & Early Influencer SGT Rewards Framework

In order for any blockchain token project to be successful, we need to have a strict 
understanding and limitations on the total possible supply of tokens in the ecosystem. 
Establishing known limits on availability of SelfieYo Gold Tokens is a key part of how we seek to 
drive value for the early content contributors. Eventually, the social application needs to have 
ongoing intrinsic value in and of itself notwithstanding the SGT features and ecosystem. 
Combining both is the ultimate long-term way to drive value across the SelfieYo and SGT 
universe.

To create some reasonable control policies around the conversion of in-app points to SelfieYo 
Gold Tokens, we have created the following conversion rates, rules and limits which will apply in 
perpetuity of SelfieYo Gold Tokens until the influencer SGT pool is fully distributed:

Take i,a,b,c,d,e as integers
while i<=1056:
Take likes as the input and assign it to L
if L==1000:
while a<=1000:       
              print(“You have won 250 SGT”)
              increase the value of a by 1
              break the while loop
else if L==10000:
         while b<=50:        
            print(“You have won 1000 SGT”)
            increase the value of b by 1            
  break the while loop
    else if L==100000:
        while c<=3:         
               print(“You have won 50000 SGT”)
            increase the value of c by 1            
 break the while loop
    else if L==250000:
        while d<=3:         
               print(“You have won 100000 SGT”)
            increase the value of d by 1            
 break the while loop
    else if L==1000000:
        while e==1:         
               print(“You have won 250000 SGT”)
            increase the value of e by 1            
 break the while loop
    else:
        print(“Sorry. No points”)
increase the value of i by 1
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The first 1,000 content creators to reach 1,000 +1 votes/points on a single piece of content, 
photo or video, will be eligible for a SelfieYo point conversion to 250 SelfieYo Gold Tokens. 
Total SGT allocation for this kickstart bonus is 250,000 tokens.

The first 50 content creators to reach 10,000 +1 votes/points on a single piece of content, photo 
or video, will be eligible for a SelfieYo point conversion to 1,000 SelfieYo Gold Tokens. Total SGT 
allocation for this kickstart bonus is 50,000 tokens.

The first 3 content creators to reach 100,000 +1 votes/points on a single piece of content, photo 
or video, will be eligible for a SelfieYo point conversion to 50,000 SelfieYo Gold Tokens. Total 
SGT allocation for this kickstart bonus is 150,000 tokens.

The first 3 content creators to reach 250,000 +1 votes/points on a single piece of content, photo 
or video, will be eligible for a SelfieYo point conversion to 100,000 SelfieYo Gold Tokens.
Total SGT allocation for this kickstart bonus is 300,000 tokens.

The first individual (1) content creator to reach 1,000,000 +1 votes/points on a single piece of 
content, photo or video, will be eligible for a SelfieYo point conversion to 250,000 SelfieYo Gold 
Tokens. Total SGT allocation for this kickstart bonus is 250,000 tokens. 

Conversion transactions and bonuses cannot be combined. Once a user converts a qualifying 
transaction, any additional eligibility is based on separate instances of qualified content creation. 

In order to convert in-app points to SGT, users will need to connect their SelfieYo account to the 
SGT redemption process. The conversion of points to SGT will be linked in-app and will require 
the user to provide information such as ETH address, etc.

100,000 SelfieYo POINTS SGT ERC20
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In addition to the social influencers being able to earn their own SelfieYo Gold Tokens based on 
qualifying content transactions in the app, we will allow users to purchase their own SGT in the 
app for the purposes of purchasing in-app face masks, ability to teleport to additional locations 
and other features as we expand on the platform.

Users who redeem their converted SGT for in-app functionality will be returning SGT to the 
blockchain by buying their good from SelfieYo. 

Users buying SGT will be buying from the blockchain.

Users will buy SGT 
coins in the market

Deposit the coin and 
use it in the app

SelfieYo will receive 
payment from user 

in SGT
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Exhibit D

Roadmap & Development

Following the successful token sale we will have the resources to dramatically accelerate 
development and marketing efforts of SelfieYo.

The following is an overview of the timeline and objectives for the development team:

 1. 2018 Q1/Q2: Bring on several new FT developers to augment the existing team.   
 Currently, there is one lead Android engineer, two lead iOS engineers and two server   
 side engineers. In order to move the backlog of development along faster we will triple  
 capacity of engineering. We have already identified qualified candidates and will do our  
 best to bring them onboard while continuing to recruit new talent.

 2. 2018 Q1/Q2: Bring on two FT QA role system developers. To-date, the collective team  
 has done all the QA, and while it is very important for engineers and management to be  
 QA’ing product, the size and breadth of features has grown to a point where everyone   
 can stay more focused on their respective areas of expertise if we had help from   
 FT professional  quality assurance. Recruiting is currently underway.

 3. 2018 Q1/Q2: We need to improve the existing administration tools on the backend; in 
 particular we need to apply the point conversion to SGT mechanisms to implement all   
 necessary functions on the server side and new APIs for Android and iOS to implement.

 4. 2018 and ongoing: Android needs to rapidly be brought up to parity with iOS. We   
 do not yet have fully functioning AR or face masks in Android. This will be addressed as  
 soon as possible due to the overall market demand of Android.

 5. 2018 Q2/Q3: Both Android and iOS need to implement new user-facing controls to   
 enable users to connect their verified SelfieYo accounts to the blockchain verification   
 system that will enable participation in the SGT bonus systems. This is critical to   
 the implementation of the influencer marketing programs coming later in 2018   
 and 2019.

 6. 2018 Q2: An additional FT UI lead will be brought on to begin charting ahead of   
 development on potential new and known mandatory UI modifications. Some UI 
 modifications required for the addition of the SGT component and some general 
 improvements in UIX. It is anticipated that UI will be an ongoing investment to innovate  
 on new approaches to user interaction.

 7. 2018 Q2/ongoing: A FT 2D/3D artist will be required to build out additional premium  
 face masks, filters and content editing features for both Android and iOS. 
 Implementation will be done by additional mobile engineers.

 8. 2018 Q1/Q2: FT PM(s) to take over daily product tasks from CEO. Candidates have   
 been identified and will need to be recruited for FT engagement.
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In total, we anticipate the global engineering, marketing, product and some administrative 
headcount will need to rapidly increase in order to reach product and market goals. We will aim 
to consolidate, as much as possible, engineering pods on a location by location basis for 
speedier development and better synergies. This will require regular travel for the U.S. based 
management and product team members to be working closer on an ongoing basis with the 
APAC development team.

On the marketing side, we will need to make several critical hires outside of engineering. 
We have identified several senior marketing candidates and will work diligently to recruit and 
onboard experienced professional marketing talent from the mobile technology and advertising 
sectors. It is likely that this will take at least 2-3 months to onboard several key marketing 
leadership positions.

Marketing team hiring objectives:

 1. 2018 Q2: Recruit FT community marketing manager to be responsible for the public   
 components of SelfieYo community and to lead the implementation plan of the   
 early content in influencer engagement plans.

 2. 2018 Q2: Recruit senior FT CMO to begin the process of building the channel 
 between SelfieYo and experimental advertising budgets within the brand marketing   
 world.

 3. 2018 Q4: Recruit senior sales professionals to obtain brand partners for 2019 
 experimental in-app advertising programs.

By mid 2018, we will have two primary divisions running: engineering and marketing, both 
heads reporting to the CEO. While both teams are working on their respective tasks, we will 
begin to explore a sales model around brand integration campaigns. The brand integration 
campaigns will become a key component of how the business generates revenue on an ongoing 
basis.

It is currently envisioned that SelfieYo will be able to provide its location-based chat platform 
coupled with key influencer activations for brand-related content marketing. If brands want to 
leverage the reach of early influencers, we can offer additional services and support to help 
customize marketing campaigns. The goal is to leverage brand advertiser campaigns to help 
sustain the growth of the platform if in-app purchases of special features takes longer than 
anticipated to scale.

It is very important to recognize that nothing in this approach is 100% guaranteed except that 
it is likely more difficult and more complex than one can imagine. We will do our very best to 
create two streams of revenue to grow the platform; in-app purchases tied to SGT and brand 
funded campaigns tied to SGT, but neither is a trivial matter and will require focus, execution, 
an iterative approach to improvement and a careful balance between meeting the desires of the 
user community and the needs of advertisers.
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Exhibit E

SGT Token Sale Summary Data

 Token Symbol:  SGT

 Token Type:  ERC20

 Total Number of SGT created  100,000,000

 Percent of SGT sold to public  50%

 Price  1 SGT = 0.00125 ETH

 PRESALE Price 1 SGT = 0.001 ETH presale discount is 25% 

 Presale Opens:  March 16, 2018

 Presale Closes:  April 30, 2018 or when soft cap is reached. 

 Soft Cap Presale:  2,000,000 SGT 

 Total Hard Cap:  50,000,000 SGT

Mainnet Contract Details

SGT Token Contract: 0x37427576324fe1f3625c9102674772d7cf71377d

Escrow Contract: 0x198db7aed25b0c18d11384f178058a43c6eca0ae

Crowdsale Contract: 0x4456bb7364a4d8a339367298050692a48fde9f21
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LEGAL REQUIREMENTS 

Disclaimer: the SelfieYo Gold token sale represents a voluntary contribution towards the 
execution of this product vision by its current and future team. The SGT token does not grant any 
direct equity stake nor profit sharing. It does not represent an ownership right or claim in the 
SelfieYo ecosystem, the parent company of SelfieYo, revenues or intellectual property, either 
present or future. Despite SelfieYo team’s best efforts and diligence to bring this project forward, 
all contributors should be aware that their contributions are not refundable and accept the 
inherent risk of project failure at any stage of development. This implicit risk is associated with 
any and all uncertainty of backing cutting-edge technologically-focused entrepreneurial 
projects, and can be affected by either internal or external factors. Additionally, contributions are 
subject to any applicable compliance regulations. The SGT token does not provide a contributor 
equity share in the legal structure of any of the SelfieYo or Sprinklenet Labs entities.

The findings, ratings and/or opinions expressed herein are the intellectual property of 
Sprinklenet LLC and SelfieYo and are subject to change without notice. They are not intended 
to convey any guarantees as to the future performance of the said products. Past performance 
does not guarantee future results. This does not contain investment advice or constitute 
individualized investment advice relating to your particular circumstances. No investment 
decision should be made based on this information without first obtaining appropriate profes-
sional advice and considering your circumstances. This does not constitute an offer or a 
solicitation of an offer to buy or sell securities, commodities and/or any other financial 
instruments or products or constitute a solicitation on behalf of any of the investment managers, 
their affiliates, products or strategies the information of which may be contained herein. The 
information contained herein may not adequately take into account the recipient’s particular 
investment objectives, financial situations, or needs. Prospective token contributors should 
consult their legal, tax and financial advisers as to the consequences of any contribution.


